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Introduction and background
Chess from its origins has been a “quasi-infinite” game, where the combinatorial explosion of possibilities gives rise to
so many different positions that playing skill and talent have been more important than memorised preparation for all
possible initial courses of the game. Recently a problem has arisen: the growth of opening theory together with ready
access to chess software and powerful personal computers have enabled memorised opening preparation to have a
strong impact on elite competitions, as well as on competitive professional and even amateur events.
Several variants of chess have been proposed in order to solve this problem. The most relevant among them is Chess960
(“Fischer-Random” chess). Their main limitation is that most chessplayers like chess as it is. These variants are not
perceived as “real” chess, as the rules or positions involved are very different from those of classical chess, with the
consequence that the integrity, history and legacy of the classical game are all discarded along with opening theory. So
we can state that the problem has not been solved, it has just motivated the invention of some different games. Or put
differently: the problem has been solved at the cost of renouncing a good part of chess itself.
The bibliography at the end of the current paper allows the reader to verify the reality of the problem and that existing
solutions are unsatisfactory, in the opinion of outstanding chessplayers and experts.

Objective
The objetive of the present paper is to develop a new variant of the game of chess that solves the issue of the excessive
memorization of the opening phase while preserving the rules, history and legacy of the classical game of chess. We
have defined in what follows all the requirements that such a new game should satisfy:
1) It must be a game equal to chess, except in the opening, and the playing set-up must be as simple as that of chess.
2) It must start from an initial position as balanced as that of classical chess and must include and preserve its legacy.
All master (high-skill) games of chess are possible instances of the new game (except rare exceptions due to an incorrect
opening or lack of competitive relevance), a property which we denominate "backward compatibility” with classical
chess. Likewise, all instances of the new game are also possible games of classical chess (“forward compatibility”).
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3) It must reflect the opening preferences of contemporary high-skill human play, with the capacity to evolve and
incorporate future preferences through a systematic, non-arbitrary process.
Additionally, we have aimed to modify classical chess in the least possible degree, the strict minimum needed to solve
the problem, and to accomplish this in a reproducible, non-arbitrary manner. By accomplishing this objective, we would
moderate the influence of the computer on the preparation of the opening phase, which has disproportionally enlarged
the rote memorisation component of chess, while fully preserving its major contribution on all other aspects of modern
chess.

Methods
In order to develop the new game, we have built a logical framework that delineates our objective from a mathematical
perspective. The problem has been reformulated as a “constrained optimization” problem within the set of all variants
of chess which fulfill the three requirements mentioned above: a game substantially equal to chess, which starts from
a balanced position and preserves the legacy of classical chess, and that reflects the opening preferences of
contemporary high-skill human play. We now further explain this framework.
In what sense do we “optimize” ? Firstly we have defined a concept of “distance” between any of these admissible
chess variants (i.e. that fulfill all three requirements) to classical chess, and declare that our objective is to “minimize”
such distance, so that the further a certain variant is from classical chess, the lesser the quality we consider it to be.
We also establish a constraint: there must be sufficient uncertainty about the initial position in the chess variant so
that the value of opening preparation based on rote memorisation is in practice greatly diminished, as it is very unlikely
to be useful: such preparation is progressively forgotten over time.
Note that classical chess is an admissible variant, in fact the only one which is at zero distance from itself (as it is identical
to itself), while any other variant is at a positive (larger than zero) distance from it. However classical chess does not
fulfill the constraint of sufficient uncertainty: the initial position is a single one, fixed and known beforehand.
Hence the mathematical formulation includes the assessment that classical chess is the most “perfect” (highest-quality)
variant among all admissible ones, while it recognises that it does not fulfill the needed uncertainty constraint. As we
get “farther away” from classical chess, the uncertainty about the initial position increases, and at some point it is
sufficient, so that the problem is solved. Conceptually, the “optimization” makes the departure from classical chess to
be the strict minimum, as the more a chess variant resembles classical chess, the better. In our framework, the
characteristics of the solution are logical consequences of the defined objective and methods, and give rise to a clearly
defined standard definition of the new game.
We also explore, in a mathematical sense, the question of the “uniqueness” of the solution. Uniqueness from a
mathematical viewpoint refers to the fact that there is esentially one solution under the logical framework. Only one
chess variant within the framework is the optimal one and fulfills all needed requirements.
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Results
Main result
The solution to the problem, that we have called “Neoclassical chess”, is the following: all rules are identical to the
rules of chess, except that the game starts on the position after the first three full moves of a game taken at random,
just before the start of play, from relevant contemporary chess master practice. Hence, the fourth move by White after
the usual initial position of classical chess is the first one that is freely performed in a Neoclassical chess game.
A variant of this solution is “Neoclassical Black chess”, in which the game starts with Black moving first in the position
obtained after seven half-moves (i.e. after the fourth move of White in the selected master game), so that the
Neoclassical Black game starts with Black’s fourth move. Additionally, we have defined an “Introductory Neoclassical
Black” variant, where the game starts after five half-moves, with Black’s third move. The “optimal” number of moves
after which the Neoclassical game starts is not arbitrary but obtained as a solution: the minimum number of moves
that solves the problem, within the mathematical framework described above.
Note that they are two separate categories of the new game: a "traditional" solution where White performs the first
move within the "Neoclassical" game, and another less familiar one, where it is Black who starts. Although it can be
argued that in the latter case the game is less similar to classical chess, it has the advantage of compensating Black,
who is the first to choose a move within the "Neoclassical" game.
Statistical Analysis
We have obtained the reference collection (database) of master games, with appropriate filters to ensure that they are
relevant competitive games with a balanced start, which defines the universe of relevant "contemporary master
practice".
For each number of full moves made from the initial position ("depth"), we have obtained the probability density
function of resulting positions, taking into account transpositions (different move orders arriving at the same position),
both in the cases of integer depth (Neoclassical chess) and fractional depth (Neoclassical Black chess). The latter case
arises from an odd number of half-moves (equivalent to fractional numbers of full moves). For example, depth 1.5
means that the positions are obtained after the second White move, with Black starting play on its second move right
afterwards. Note that depth 0 corresponds precisely to classical chess.
For each depth, we order all positions in decreasing frequency. With this ordering, we have built the cumulative
probability distribution function F, a statistical term that allows us to state that, for example, after Black’s second move,
the 7 most frequent positions cover 50% or more of the games in the reference database. In our formal framework,
the "optimization restrictions" are precisely the conditions that such function F must satisfy. From the results in the
database, we construct the following table (using a concrete, representative database for illustration):
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Cumulative probability distribution function F (positions
sorted from most to least frequent)
Depth

Position with max.
probability

50.0%

66.6%

75.0%

90.0%

0

100%

1

1

1

1

1

24.0%

3

5

6

13

2

11.9%

7

13

19

58

3

6.2%

19

50

78

247

4

5.3%

62

151

244

798

Neoclassical chess: Cumulative distribution function for different depths

The table shows for different depths:
a) In the second column, the probability of the most frequent position (“max. probability”), among those that
would be obtained as initial positions for Neoclassical chess,
b) In the third to last columns, how many positions (in order of decreasing frequency) a player should prepare
to be assured, with a certain probability, that the initial position obtained is among those he/she has prepared.
For example, at depth 2 a player must have studied 7 initial positions to have at least a chance of 50% that
his/her preparation has been useful, 13 for 66.6% probability and 19 for 75% probability. In statistical terms, the
formulation of the “restriction” on the uncertainty is expressed as: F (7) ≥ 0.50 where 7 is the smallest integer that
satisfies the equation. Additionally, the most frequent position at depth 2 appears with a 11.9% probability, being the
one obtained after the following sequence of moves in algebraic chess notation 1. d4 Nf6 2. c4 e6 (where N stands
for “knight”). This number 11.9% includes less frequent move-orders leading by transposition to the same position.
In practice the minimum number of positions, and the degree of assurance of being prepared that players wish to reach
depend on the dedication of the players and therefore the level of chess competition. While at this point, an empirical
investigation and corresponding experimentation in real play would finally validate the results, note that the jump in
the number of positions to be prepared when going from depth 2 to depth 3 is explosive and notable at all probability
levels, especially at the most relevant between 66.6% and 75%, arriving at sufficiently high values (more than 50
positions). Also the probability of the most frequent position decreases rapidly (in relative terms) until depth 3, reaching
an adequate value around 6%, and stabilizes thereafter. Depth 2 seems to be insufficient for high-dedication amateurs,
given the breadth of current preparation. It is clearly insufficient at professional and top-level competition. However,
note that depth 3 demands study of no less than 78 initial positions just to get a 75% chance of being prepared for the
start of the game. Therefore, we conclude that depth 3 is optimal: the minimum which guarantees that the uncertainty
about the initial position is such that makes preparation for a concrete opponent useless in the days or weeks leading
up to the game. This depth discourages mechanical memorization, which becomes not only a very difficult feat, but
also impossible to maintain, given the ease with which what is memorised mechanically is forgotten, and the
continuous emergence of opening novelties. Note that at depth 4, preparation becomes simply hopeless, but this
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comes at an excessive “cost”, reflected in the unnecessary imposition of style to the players mandated by an additional
complete move.
In conclusion, the analysis of this and similar tables constructed with other definitions of "relevant contemporary
master practice" convincingly indicates that depth 3 is optimal in Neoclassical chess in the case of the “traditional”
category, with initial choice by white.
Statistical analysis of Neoclassical Black chess
In order to study what is the optimal number of moves if Black starts play in the neoclassical game, we construct a
similar table for positions that have emerged after a fractional number of full moves (therefore positions after a White
move). It would suffice to study the depths 2.5 and 3.5, given that 3 is optimal when White starts. The full table is:

Cumulative probability distribution function F (positions
sorted from most to least frequent)
Depth

Position with max.
probability

50.0%

66.6%

75.0%

90.0%

0.5

41.7%

2

2

2

3

1.5

19.7%

4

7

9

24

2.5

7.3%

13

27

43

125

3.5

5.4%

33

85

140

437

Neoclassical Black chess: Cumulative distribution function for different depths

In this case, the optimal depth is less obvious than in the traditional case. We believe that depth 2.5 is not sufficient for
elite chess and in particular for the level of the Candidates Tournament and the World Championship, given the large
scope of current preparation: less than 50 positions at probability levels between 66.6% and 75% are necessary.
However up to the level of amateur and non-professional masters, it is most likely sufficient, since their preparation
time is much more limited. As we pursue a single standard of play for traditional Neoclassical chess and another one
for Neoclassical Black chess, that leads us to propose in the latter case depth 3.5 as the optimal unified standard for all
levels of play, including top-level chess, and depth 2.5 for “Introductory Neoclassical Black” chess.
Obtaining the position after the third move (along with the two adjacent Black variants mentioned) relies on the
existence of a robust characteristic of the distribution of openings in high-skill practice, found in the course of the
present investigation. "Robustness" means that the optimal number of movements (optimal depth) is independent of
how we define a master game (the minimum "rating" level of both players) or how we define "contemporary" practice
(the last five or twenty years, for example), or which games will be excluded as non-relevant ("blitz", "rapid",
“blindfold") within a wide range of reasonable definitions. As we have verified, the phenomenon of the significant
"jump" between depths 2 and 3, and similarly between depths 2.5 and 3.5 (as well as 1.5 and 2.5) is also observed
irrespective of the parameters that define the reference database of master games, within very wide ranges.
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Consequences of the result
One of the most important advantages of Neoclassical chess is that, when preparing a game against a certain opponent
specific opening preparation is not useful, or even possible. The only possible preparation is to be aware of the opening
preferences of the opponent in classical chess and act accordingly taking into account his style.
The issue is that the probability that a given position appears on the game we are about to play is very low. Even for
the most frequent position it is just around 6% and we would have to wait to have played on average more than 30
games to get such a position with appropriate colour. However, if sufficient games are played, the more likely positions
will appear, so that it is worth understanding plans, pawn structures, themes and tactical ideas in important opening
lines.
In Neoclassical chess, when the number of positions to prepare increases sufficiently, the value of preparation based
on rote memorization decreases very rapidly. The surprise is that at very small depths (3 or 3.5 full moves), the
reduction in value is so extreme. This is a crucial outcome of the present work.
Another important finding is that the initial positions of Neoclassical chess are mostly those that define today's
important openings (Slav, Spanish, Nimzo-Indian), or in other cases one or two moves after them (subsystems within
the French and Sicilian). None of those positions excessively conditions a player's style or makes the player finding
him/herself carrying out a very specific plan or tactical idea. This is very important for the practical appeal of
Neoclassical chess.
Uniqueness of the result
We have explored and established the uniqueness of the proposed solution in a formal mathematical sense. We have
shown that Neoclassical chess is essentially the unique solution of the problem in the proposed mathematical
framework. As there are no alternatives that meet the requirements specified in the "objective" described above,
Neoclassical chess is shown to be the only alternative to classical chess which, while preserving the integrity and legacy
of chess, solves the problem of the exhaustion and excessive memorisation of the opening.
Software applications
We have implemented the solution as a computer program and free application for
mobiles and tablets, which can be downloaded from the three major platforms
(Apple, Android/Google and Windows), with the name “Neoclassical Chess: Basic”,
as well as an application for education and training, which is also free: “Neoclassical
Chess: Schools”. Finally, we have also developed a more elaborate application,
containing richer data and the Black variants: “Neoclassical Chess: The Suite”. The
application provides the initial moves and the initial position for the players to place
on a physical Board and start play. The chess pieces are placed on the board in the
initial position indicated by the application and play begins. Therefore, the
requirement of operational simplicity is also satisfied. See the attached figure as an
example.
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Experiences
Neoclassical chess has already been put into practice in several tournaments. The first was held in Madrid on May 9,
2015, and was attended by the Spanish chess elite. It was won by Grandmaster (GM) Iván Salgado, followed by GM
David Antón and GM Francisco Vallejo-Pons. Simultaneously an amateur tournament was held with FIDE rating over
2000. The third one was an Open tournament held in Madrid on 19 July 2015. Grandmasters and masters who have
played Neoclassical chess have highlighted the interest of this new game and many believe that it can help revitalize
chess. Many amateurs find it fun and instructive. Most have had the opportunity to play positions they had never
played before. Neoclassical chess games where chessplayers have faced new positions have been particularly
instructive for them.

Discussion
Precedents of Neoclassical chess
We have analyzed the most important chess variants that have been proposed to date and which share a motivation
similar to ours, including Chess960, which happens to be the main reference with which to compare Neoclassical chess.
We have performed this analysis in relation to our framework, described above, and using our objective and
methodology. We have thus found that all other variants are burdened by some crucial limitation, and we have made
explicit why they are insufficient to solve the problem (i.e. to achieve the proposed objective).
Neoclassical chess for amateurs, professionals and elite players: an "Over-The-Board" game
The most important impact of Neoclassical chess and the root cause of its beneficial consequences is that it reinstates
chess as a game to be played over the board. That is, as a real-time intellectual and sporting challenge that is “nonpredictable”: its character as a “quasi-infinite” game is restored. As a result of this, a radical impact occurs on the study
of the opening, with multiple benefits for the chess world. Among them, an increase in the proportion of the game that
is played “over-the-board” (OTB), therefore increasing public interest on elite chess competitions. Our analysis
indicates that Neoclassical chess can improve the quality of life of a substantial number of professional and elite players,
and also the enjoyment of many amateurs during the limited time they have available to devote to the game. As shortterm rote memorization of opening variants becomes a sterile exercise, valuable time is saved that can be dedicated
to playing chess instead of studying it, or to other activities.
Neoclassical chess in schools
Neoclassical chess may increase the already well-established benefits of chess in schools once the initial learning phase
is completed, after which the opening naturally becomes a subject of study. The reason is that Neoclassical chess
rewards much more the skill and talent for pattern-recognition, which has a positive impact on intellectual youth
development, rather than rote memorisation, whose usefulness is increasingly questioned in the digital era.
Classical versus Neoclassical chess
While Neoclassical chess is an alternative for the competitive chess of the future, both Neoclassical and classical chess
can coexist, complement and reinforce each other, enriching the world of chess.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, we have designed and developed a new variant of chess, which we have denominated Neoclassical chess,
which solves the problem of the exhaustion and excessive memorisation of the opening phase in modern chess, while
preserving the rules, integrity and legacy of the classical game of chess.
I will conclude by saying that Neoclassical chess is not designed to replace classical chess, or to be a better game. It
does not even pretend to be a different game. On the contrary, I am convinced that there is no better intellectual game
and sport than chess, and that with this small modification to the way the game of chess starts, we can escape the
exhaustion of the opening phase without renouncing chess itself.
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